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ON THE.PROOF OF CAUCHY'S THEOREM
INTRODUCTION
This thesis is a presentation of two different 
approaches to the proof of Cauchy's Theorem for a Simply 
Connected Domain.
First, we prove the theorem by the widely-used method 
of approximating the integral of a function (analytic on a 
simply connected domain) over a closed rectifiable curve con­
tained in the domain using the integral of this function over 
the boundaries of polygons (the polygons approximating the 
curve). As hinted above, this method is used in many texts 
but it is almost always simply sketched or outlined and the 
details are usually left to the reader. It is the princi­
pal effort of this thesis to insure that every detail and 
every argument needed in this proof has been thoroughly in­
vestigated and handled in a manner so as to leave nothing 
to the reader's imagination. As an example, the properties 
of polygons, including the tedious problem of triangulation, 
is approached with more rigor than is commonly used so as to 
solidify the foundation of the proof.
Second, we prove the theorem by showing that an analy­
tic function defined on a bounded simply connected domain 
can be written as the limit of an almost uniformly conver­
gent sequence of polynomials. Since polynomials have primi-I
tive functions, Cauchy's Theorem follows quite easily. This
treatment was adapted from the method exhibited by S. Saks 
and A. Zygmund, .[?], although they prove a stronger result 
than we desire, as they work in the extended plane, while 
we work in the unextended plane. Also, they work with ra­
tional functions while we prefer to work with polynomials. 
Consequently, an intricate examination was conducted to de­
termine which parts of the work of Saks and Zygmund were not 
applicable and which parts could be used, so as.to piece to­
gether a sound proof that would accomplish our goal, but in­
clude no extras.
Supplementing the proofs of the main theorems is an 
array of background material including many helpful defini­
tions and key lemmas, with those not too obvious being proved, 
and those whose proofs are found in most texts just being 
stated for reference throughout the "paper. The results in 
this paper are self-sufficient, carefully prepared, and 











Set of Complex Numbers
Set of Real Numbers
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For every; for all
Implies that; it follows that
Empty set
The set A is contained in the set B 
The Union of sets A and Bi ■
The Intersection of sets A and B
The Cartesian Product of the sets A and B
a is an element of set A
CHAPTER I 
CURVES
It will be assumed throughout this paper that the usual 
meaning of continuity, one-sided continuity, differentiability, 
and one-sided differentiability will be meant when these con­
cepts are used.
Dl.l * Consider a,beR s a<b where z-z(t) : I**Z is a continuous 
function on the interval lE[a,b]={t'|a<t<b}. Then, z=z(t), 
te-I is defined to^a continuous curve ( or continuous arc ).
Nl.l The notation for a continuous curve will be C:z(t), tel*
Rl*l It is understood that the continuity of z(t) at t=a and 
t=b is, one-sided*
Rl*2 The set {z|z=z(t),t l} is a compact, connected set since
1 is compact and connected and z=z(t) is continuous* Also, 
a curve C is not merely a set of points but very essentially 
also a succession of points, ordered by increasing values
of t®
D1.2 Consider the interval I=[a,b] and the continuous curve 
C:z=z(t),tel*. Then z=z(t) is a simple curve (or Jordan 
arc) iff ^ t^it2 implies that zft^Hzftg')» i*e.,
2 is 1-1, i*e*, z.(t^)=z(t2 ) implies that t1=t2«
6
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Dio3 We call z(a) the initial point of C, and z(b) the ter­
minal point of C.
D l A  z=z(t) is said to he a closed curve iff z(a)=z(b).
Dio5 z=z(t) is a simple closed curve (or Jordan curve) iff
(1) z=z(t) is a closed curve, and
(2) t-^,t2£I a t^<t2 and z(t^)=z(t2 ) implies that t^=a and
t2=b«
Rio3 From the above it is noted that a simple closed curve 
is not simple.
In the following theorem, the usual meaning of domain 
will be assumed. However, a concise definition of domain is 
given in D2.2 as it is more easily defined then, rather than 
at this point.
T l o l  H C:z=z(t),t^I is a simple closed curve.
C There exist two domains and D2 such that the following 
conditions hold: (1) ^ G = D ^ U D 2 ; (2) D^CYD2=di (3) D^
is bounded while P2 is unbounded! and (b) CB D^= D2=C .
(Jordan Curve Theorem)
Rl.*f The unbounded domain is termed the interior of the
Jordan curve C and the unbounded domain D2 Is called the 
exterior of C. Thus Tl.l asserts that a Jordan curve divides 
the complex plane into an interior and an exterior.
D1.6 Consider the continuous curve C:z=z(t),tel where I is the 
interval I=[a,b]. We define A to be a partition of I =
^k^k=0 a a=tQ<t1<    <'tn-(i<'fcn=b.
8
£1.7 We define S(A)- £ ^=1^ z ^ k ^ ,",z^lr-l^ *
Dio8 We say that f(t) is of bounded variation on I iff the 
set {s (A)} is bounded for all A, iee.? lub S(A)<+co for 
all Ao
£1.9 z=z(t) is a rectifiable curve iff {s(A)} is bounded for 
all A, i«eM  if there exists M>0 3 for all A implies that 
|S(A)i <M©
D1«10. If C:z(t),tel is a rectifiable curve, then 1(C) means 
the length of Cs and l(C)=lubS(A) for all A«
Tl«2 H Given the continuous curve Csz(t),t€l where lE[a,b] 
and where z(t)=x(t) + iy(t), tel.
C C:z(t) is rectifiable iff x(t) and y(t) are both of bounded 
variation on I*
Dle11 Given the continuous curve Csz(t),t£l where I=[a,b].
Then z=z(t) is a differentiable curve iff
(1) tel implies that z s(t) exists, and
(2) z*(t) is continuous on I.
(Again we assume the existence of one-sided differentiability
and one-sided continuity at t=a and at t=b)®
Tie3 H Given the differentiable curve Csz(t),t£I where 1=
[a,b] and where z(t)=x(t) + iy(t), tel.
C (1) Csz(t),t€l is rectifiable, and
(2) 1(C)= \ J [x8 (t)]2 -f- [y1 (t)]2 dt = r  |z8 (t)|dt.a. * ^ a_
T 1 A  H Given the differentiable curve Csz(t),tel where 1=
[a,b] and where z(t)=x(t) + iy(t), tel.
C (1) If tel implies that there exists a bounded derivative
9
z *(t), then z(t) is of bounded variation*
(2) If tel implies that there exists a continuous deriva­
tive z s(t), then z(t) is of bounded variation, since a con­
tinuous function on I is necessarily bounded on I®
Dl»12 Consider the continuous curve C:z(t),tel where I=[a,b]* 
Then, z=z(t) is a regular curve (or regular arc) iff z~z(t), 
tel is a differentiable curve and z ? (t H Q  for all tel®
D 1.1-3 We say that z=z(t) is a piecewise differentiable curve 
if there exists a A partition of I and z=z (t) ,tel^.= [t^.^^ t^] 
(k=l,*«.,n) is a differentiable curve®
Dl.l*+ We say that' z=z(t) is a piecewise regular curve if there 
exists a A partition of I and z=z(t), tel^=[tk_1,tk ] (k=l,®.
• *,n) is a differentiable curve where z 1(tHO for all tel^.®
D1.15 Consider a,b,a,p£R 3 there exist intervals I=[a,b] and 
J=[a*#]. Consider the two continuous curves C^sz=f(t),tel 
and C2 :z=g Then, C^and C2 are said to be hot essen­
tially different if there exists a function h:J-»I ^ hC^) is 
continuous on J and the following conditions hold:
(1) hCt?) is strictly monotonically increasing on J
(2) h(a)=a and h(p)=b
(3) hCb)/h£J is piecewise regular and J implies that 
g Co)=f(h(^))®
D1.16 We write C^=C2 iff C^ and C2 are not essentially differ­
ent*
D1.17 Consider the continuous curve C:z=f(t),tel where I=[a*b]
10
and tel implies that g (t)=f(a+b-t)• Then, the inverse arc 
(°r opposite arc.) of the arc Csz=f(t),t£-I is defined to be 
z=g(t)=f(a+b-t),tel®
N1.2 -C, C"1 , C E inverse arc of C©
Rl©5 -(-C) =■C.
£1.18 Let the curves • • • •. ,C be defined by the equations
z (fc»),tel= Hâ -,b̂ 39 z^ (t), £&2 ? " ^ 2 z^(t),t^X^— £a^,
b ] respectivelyo Then, if zk (b^)=zk+1(ak+^) for l<k£n-l,
we call the curve C= U C, the union of the curves C-, ,C9,...
k=r K
,••,0 satisfying the following conditions:XI
(1) C:z=z(t),t^lE[a1 ,bj+bn-an ], and
(2) z=z(t)=zk (t-bk-1+ak ) if since 
t^[bk-1,bk-1+bk-ak ] implies that a ^ ^ t - b ^ ^ a ^ b ^ .
D1©19 Consider the simple closed curve C;z(t), t€jE[a,b].
We say that C is oriented since if bwo points are given on 
the curve, it is always clear which point precedes the other, 
and which part of the curve is to be regarded as '-‘lying be­
tween11 the two given points® ( z(t) describes the entire 
closed path precisely once when t runs over its interval)®
Dl©20 Keeping in mind Tl.l, if the orientation of a simple 
closed path is such that the interior lies to the left, it 
is called -positive orientation* i®e©, the curve is described 
in the "positive sense®" If the orientation is described in 
a manner that the interior lies to the right, it is called 
negative orientation* i.e., the curve is described in the 
"negative sense." (Note that this reasoning does not apply
and is therefore not meaningful at such points on a curve 




N2*l The straight line segment joining the points and a2 
will be denoted by L[a^,a2] ® Since a-̂  and a2 are not neces­
sarily distinct, a line segment of the form L[a1 ,a2] is de­
generate, ice., merely a point®
N202 An open disk with center z and radius r will be denoted 
by N (z), is called an r-neighborhood (r-nhood) of z, and 
stands for the set of points: Np (z )e {z | [z|<r}•
R2«l If a^,a2^Nr (z), then clearly L[a^,a2] C Nr (z)•
D2«l Let a1 ,ap,....,a be complex numbers® The set P=P(a1,aP,® 
n-i
.... >an )= U L[a^,a^^] is called a -polygonal line® 
k 1
R2©2 Every polygonal line is a curve®
D2a2 If D is an open set such that DCZ, then D is called a
Pdomain if for every z£z D 3  & polygonal lineAwith
endpoints z and zQ ^  P C D ©
D2©3 A domain D is called a simply-connected domain if every 
simple closed curve contained entirely in D encompasses only 
points of D within its boundary.
D2 0̂ f A polygonal line P=P(a-^,a2, •.. »an ) is called a closed 
polygonal line© or closed polygon, if a^=an *
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D2«5 Consider the closed polygon P:z=z(t),t£ I=[apb]© P is a 
simple closed polygon iff 1 3 ^ 1 ^ 2  anci z ^ i ) =z^2^
implies that t^=a and t2 =b®
B2<,3 A simple closed polygon divides the plane into an interior
and an exterior (with respect to the polygon)* We define the 
interior of the polygon P* i®e«* all points contained within 
the boundary of P* to be (P)* and the exterior to be £(P)®
N203 By P*, we mean P U-^(P).
D2«6 If £ are the vertices of a simple closed polygon* 
then a^ and a^ are said to be adjacent vertices if j j-k|=l© 
(Since a^-a * we may use either to test the criterion®)
D207 By a side of a polygon* we will mean the line segment 
joining any two adjacent vertices®
D2e8 Let P be a simple polygon of n sides© A line segment 
joining two non-adjacent vertices of P is called a diagonal
of P if it lies in ^S(P) except for the endpoints®
D2a9 A simple closed polygon P 8 is called a subpolygon of the 
simple closed polygon P if 4 H P 8) C ^(P) and every vertex 
of P 8 is also, a vertex of P©
D2e10 A set of subpolygons [p] is said to constitute a de­
composition of a polygon P if: (1) no two subpolygons in
[p] have an interior point in commons (2) every interior 
point of P lies on or within a subpolygon in [p]; (3) every
interior point of a subpolygon of [p] is an interior point of
lb
R2«lf A diagonal of P decomposes P into two subpolygons each 
having a less number of sides than P has* and having the 
diagonal as a common side®
D20ll We say that P can be triangulated if there exists a set 
of (n-3) diagonals of P which decompose P into (n-2) triangles 
(the subpolygons in this case are triangles)®
Our basic definition of triangulation is mainly due to
Einar Hille, [2].
D2«12 Let P=P(a^,a2 ***«»a *a^) be a polygon® A vertex a^ of P 
is said to be a - projecting vertex of P if there exists a line 
containing a point of each of the sides a „̂.2.ak an(i akak+l anci 
containing no other points of P®
The following three lemmas are developed in .the style used
by N. J® Lennes* [*+]•
L20l For any set of n distinct points on a line, a notation 
® • • »an may be so arranged that the points a^,a^.,a^. 
are in the order f°r ail integral values of i,j,k
such that i<j<k and l^i and k<n®
L2®2 If two rays , h and k, eminating from the same vertex 
form an angle of less than tt radians, this angle will be de­
noted by < (h,k)®
L2«3 Every polygon.P has at least one projecting vertex®
P Consider the following general figure of the given polygon 




Let [c?] be the set of all segments whose endpoints are ver­
tices of P« Let L be a line meeting sides of the polygon.but 
containing none of its vertices® By L2el ? there exists an 
ordering of the points of intersection of L with segments of 
[<J ], starting with the first point of intersection to the last* 
In view of the ordered subscripts of these points of intersec­
tion, pick a point A on L satisfying the following conditions:
(1) A is collinear with no two vertices of Ps and (2) all 
intersection points of L with segments of [J] are on the same 
side of A (i.e* , A is situated on L so that A could be the
highest subscripted point on L with regard- to the above or­
dering)® Then, choose point B further along L than A so as 
to subscript B even higher than A (see figure 2*1)*
From A, construct rays through each of the vertices of P.
Condition (1) above is needed to insure that none of these 
constructed rays will have more than one point in common (the 
point /O® Now, as the ray from A through B is rotated around 
the point A in a counter-clockwise arc, let h be the first ray 
(connecting A with a vertex of P) that coincides with the ro-
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tating AB. Let be the vertex that h connects with A® Let 
k be the ray next to h© Then* any ray proceeding from A and 
lying within <(h*k) (see L2e2) meets P in the sides a ^ ^ a ^  
and a ^ a ^ i  anc* no °^^er P°in^s  ̂ f°r otherwise* if it were 
to meet another side of P* there would have to be a vertex 
of P within < (h*k)* contradicting the manner in which k was 
selected© Hence* by definition* a^ is a projecting vertex©
D2a13 Let P be a simple closed polygon with n sides and ver­
tices a^*a2 * • • • • >an * If f°r any vertex a.. * lfi<n* of P, 
the line • segments drax-m from a^ to every adjacent vertex 
are contained in the interior of P except for the endpoints* 
then P is called a convex polygon©
R2e5 Obviously* a convex polygon can be 
triangulated* each of the line seg* 
ments.. L[a^*a^] ? L£a-^*a^3 *»• * L[a^*a^=.i-3 
is a diagonal and the set Pj_i= ̂ al^aj* 




The following two theorems are outlined after* but more 
carefully presented than those used by Dr© K. Knopp, [3]*
T2.1 Every simple closed polygon can be triangulated®
P (By induction) We show that n e l + implies that a simple 
closed polygon P with (n+3) sides can be triangulated.
If n=l, P is a quadrilateral, say P=P(a^*a2 *a^*a^*a^)© 
If P is convex* one of the vertices must have an interior
17
(figure 2®3)
angle of greater than v radians*. (There can only be one* 
since the sum of' the four interior angles of a quadrilateral 
is 2rr radians)® Assume it is a-̂ ®
Then L[a-^aj] must be a diagonal a
decomposing P Into two triangles®
Now let us assume the theorem 
is true for all simple closed polygons with not more than 
(n*3) sides* and let P be a simple closed polygon with (n+h) 
sides® We need only find an interior diagonal which decom­
poses P into two polygons* each haying less than (n+b) sides.
We proceed as follows: let a^* which we will call A* be
a projecting vertex of P (the existence of which is given by 
L2*3) o Denote by B and C* the vertices and re­
spectively® Then exactly one of the following is trues 
•(1) BC is a diagonal contained in j}(P) except for the end­
points* in which case we are finished®
(figure 2 eh)
(2) There exists at least one vertex of P (other than B and 
C) on the line segment BC but no vertex in the interior of 
AABC® Since there may be more 
than one vertex of P on the line 
segment BC* we will denote by V* 
the vertex of P closest to B®
Then clearly AV is the diagonal
C
(figure 2*5)
we seek* and again we are f ini shed *
(3) There exists at least one vertex of P in the interior of 
AABCo Let a point X move from B to C along BC until AX en­
counters a vertex of P© AX may 
encounter more than one vertex (as 
in figure 2 ©6)* in which case we 
denote by V* the vertex of P closest 
to A on AX, Clearly* Av is the de­
sired diagonal in this case. But*
(as in figure 2,7)* the first ver-; 
tex of P to be encountered by AX 
may be such that if this vertex is 
called V* then AV <jl (P). Thus we
denote by V^ the first vertex of P encountered by AX*
second* etc®* up to V^* the last one (there can only be a
finite,number <n)© We denote- by V* the closest of the V^*
l<i<m* to A© If there is more than one with this property* 
pick V to be the one with the lowest subscript (for definite­
ness)® Thus* AV will again be the desired diagonal* and. the 
proof is completed©
T202 Every closed polygon P can be decomposed into a finite 
number of simple closed polygons and a finite number of 







spectively. Clearly we must have that n > 2, and since 
an*l~al 5 al in;5-"fcial an& terminal point of P« We
can add without loss of generality that the only way two 
adjacent sides may lie on the same, straight line is to have
more than one point in common® It is also understood that 
the line segment Sn is open at an+x=ax*
The proof is broken into two cases:
(1) Every side of P has only one point in common with its 
adjacent sides, and no point in common with any other side. 
Clearly, .P is simple in' this case, and we are finished,
(2) There exists a side (where \=2,3$ • • • *n) such that
a) has more than one point in common with or
b) has at least one point in common with one or more
of the segments S ([1=1 ,2 ,... 0 ,\-2).P i
Let be the side of P for which case (2) first occurs.
If a) Isolds for Ŝ ., then one of the following cases must 
exist:
(i) There exists a point b ^ ^  of
^k-1 sUC^ an^ '^en Also >
~ ** T^k-lakak+l in order Is a straight —
line segment q s described twice, once (figure 2*8)
in each direction, and thus a^a2 a2 a 3 *0 ®ak-l^k“lak+lak-f-2° * ° 
»4anai is a closed polygon P 9® (See figure 2C8)
(ii) There exists a point b^ of   A W i
such that (see figure 2,9) and
f \  “ ~ 3v̂ -i
then a^ x ak Dk ^ a t  order is a ^
straight line segment q 9 described (figure 2,9)
20
twice? once in each direction? and a2_a2a2a3 ® * * °ak-2ak~l~
^kak+l°*3 ®anal is a closed polygon P !o
(The two straight line segments in (i) and (ii) above 
are considered degenerate forms of closed polygons®)
If b) holds and a) does not hold for S^? let b^ on ak;ak-flE^k 
be the nearest point to a^ that 
has in common with any of the
segments S ({i=l?2f, * a ?k-2) (see P
figure 2o10) o Now? let brEb^? __QlxT X
where b^.is a point on the seg- (figure 2 ©1 0 )
ment Sp for some r < k-2e Thus br is uniquely determined? 
since if 3  t Bb^.=br and b t < r-2 ? then Ŝ . would not have 
been chosen correctly? i®e®? Sr should have been chosen in­
stead of S, • Hence? b is unique due to the way in which 1C r
\ S^ ^
Sk was chosen® Then? ^rar+iar+iar4-2*x<9 0 *ak k a c^ose<  ̂
polygon P *•
R2©6 It is clear that with the aid of these last two theorems?
any closed polygon can be triangulated®
D2 *lb- Given the curve C:z(t)? t 3  I=[a,b]* If there exists
n 3  a~t <t-, < „.. =<t_ - <t_=b and there exists {av }P_n  ̂ k Jk -0 . o 1 n- 1 n Krk-u
'P 0 < k < n' ak^z ^ k ^ s then the polygonal line P(a0 ?a-^?©©
o®?an ) is called an inscribed polygon of C©
CHAPTER III 
INTEGRATION
D3ol Consider a 3 b <3R 5 so that I=[a5b], where there exist two 
complex-valued functions h and g 3  gsI~»Z and htl-^Z. Given 
also that A is a partition of I, As{t^}^_0 3  a=tQ<t^< 
oo<t 1<t =b® We then define ||A|| 9 called the norm of A,XI*" XI
3  ||4I =max i t,-t, ,| 
K k < n  K K x
D3o2 d A = l t k } £ = 1 3  l<k<n = >  •
D3.3 S(As iiA) = ^ =1 g(f k )Ch(tk )-h(tk_1 )] .
D 3 >  If a £Z, then 3  lim S(A* d,)=a means the following:
1141 -0 A
given any £* >0 , 5  6 ( £, )>0 3  for every of any partition
A of I with ||A||<&, it will follow that | S(A, - a|< £  .
S3» 5 ‘ We say in this case that g(t) is integrable on I with 
respect to h(t) (when the limit exists)®
23.1 limS(A? S A) = ^ g(t)dh(t) = the Stielt.ies Integral of
|(Af -*0 n Ja
g(t) wrt h(t) over I®
T3«l H Consider the interval I=[a,b] on which are defined 
the functions g:I->Z 3  g is continuous on I and h: I-*Z 3  h is 
of bounded variation on I®
21
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c 3  -fa g (t)dh(t) .w d
D3®6 Given the continuous function g;I->Z where I=[a,b], and 
let h(t)=t for all t€-I® Then* the Riernann Integral is de­
fined to be P g(t)dh(t) = ^ g(t)dt ov 3, J St
R3®1 Since 3  h B(t)El5 by Tlol+(2 ), h(t) is of bounded varia­
tion on I for all t^.I# and hence we know that the integral 
defined above does exist®
T3o2 Given the three continuous functions gsI-»Z, g^:I-»Z, and 
g0 :1->Z, and the function h:I->Z 3  h(t) is of bounded variation 
on Is where I=[a.b]®
0 1 ) 3  P  agCt)dh(t) = a f g(t)dh(t) s for a ^ Z 0“ba
2 ) 3  ^  [g1 (t)*fg2 (t)]dh(t)= Jp g1 (t)dh(t) + ^ g2 (t)dh(t)
3 ) P g (t)dh(t) = pg(t)dh(t) + P g  Ct)dh(t) .where a<e<b®J a <J a «- C J
D3®7 Consider the functions gsI-»Z and hsI-^Z where I=[a,b-]
1 ~?5 rhand such that 3  Q g(t)dh(t)« Then we define :J a
g(t)dh'(t) = -Jp g(t)dh(t)e
-The following material is on curvilinear integrals®
D3 o8 Consider the continuous curve Csz=z(t)J)t ^ I  where IE 
[a,b] and the function f :C-»Z, where we understand that 
C={^ |:S =z(t),t<=TI.}. Then* we say that f(z) is integrable 
over C iff f(z(t)) is integrable wrt z(t) over I®
1 3 . 2  Jc f(z)dz = f(z(t))dz(t) .
T3.3 H Given I=[a,b]* Let C:z(t),t^.I be a continuous
23
rectifiable curve and let f:C-*Z be a continuous function 
on C*
C 3  q f(z)dz.
T 3 A  H Let C^: z (t) , t <£ I=[a,b] be a continuous rectifiable 
curve and let C2 : z (t?) JE[a,|3] be a continuous curve 3
Cl=(̂ 2* Also, let ftCj->Z be a continuous function on C^®
f(z)dz
T3®5 H Let C:z(t),t^I[a,b] be a continuous rectifiable 
curve and consider the three continuous functions f:C-»Z, 
f^sC->Z, and f2 :C-»Z® Note that 3  ^f(z)dz,3 cf-j_(z)dz, 
and 3  Qf2 (z)dz®
C 1) 3  Paf(z)dz a ,f(z)dz , for a e Z
—— r> p p
2) 3  Jc[f1 (z)+f2 (z)]dz= Jcf1 (z)dz + Jcf2 Cz)dz
3) 3  J _ cf(z)dz = cf (z)dz
T3®6 H Consider the two continuous rectifiable curves C^: 
z=z^(t)3tel^=[a^b^] and C2 $z=z2 (t), t£r.I2E[a2 ,bP] such’ that 
zl ^ l ^ =Z2^a2^* Also, let fsC-j+Cg^Z be a continuous function 
on Ĉ -f-Ĉ ©
C 3  Jc +C ^ z )dz = fc f ^z d̂z + Jc K z ) d z  ©
R3 © 2 The above theorem can be extended to a finite number of 
cases©
T3®7 H Given C:z(t),t^lE[a,b] to be a continuous rectifiable 
curve and f:C-*Z, a continuous function on C e
2k
C 1) Jc|dz| = Jc |dz(t)| = 1(c) (see D1.10)
2) I L f  (z)dz| £ L|f (z)M dz | £ max |f (z)| * 1(C) .
zeC '
T3®8 H Consider the continuous rectifiable curve CszCt), 
t£.I=[a,b] and the continuous function f :C->Z, so that 
3  Jcf(z)dZo Let there be given a sequence of partitions 
of I, 3  for all k e I + = ^  \ = b k }nk is a parti-
tJ ^
' tion of Io Let there exist lim ||AJ|=0, and let S, be suchk>500 K k
that S-̂ = (zOf )[z(tj)-z(t^1 )] where l<j<nk : = ^
C 3  lim Sv = Lf(z)dz .k-*oo K J u
P Let ^  > 0 be given. By definition, 3  6 > 0 3> for all A
where j|A|| < 6 and for any St A, it ̂ follows that js(Aj> h
,f (z)dzl< e o Now, 3  lim ||4| =0 ==t> [ 3  K s  k>K =>||A||<6 ]«i. k-500
Then, k>K | S^- (z)dz| < © Hence, 3  lim S^= Jcf(z)dz
T3®9 - H Given the continuous curve Csz=z(t),t^lE[a,b] and 
let z(a)=z(b) so that C is a closed curve®
C 1) Jcdz = J£ dz(t) = 0 ®
2) LzdzE z(t)dz(t) = 0o
P I )  Let f'(z)=l. Then f(z) is continuous on C® We already 
*Jf(z(t))dz(t) =(llmo JJ=1f(Z( ? k ))[Z.(tk )-2(tlc_1 )]
n
know that
where A:[t,,}P A is a partition on I 3  a=t <t.,<• ® ®<t <t =b  ̂ k' k=0 r o 1 n- 1 n
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and where 3  k-^k=l w^ere l<k<n = 3  ^n-l— ^ k —"̂ k”
K k < n f (z (“f k ) )=1 5 so that  ̂bf (z (t) )dz (t)
=  ^  S = i
114 ho
But
“ l im  { [ z ( t 1 ) “ Z ( t 0 ) ] + [ z ( t 2 ) - z ( t 1 ) ] + ® • . + [ z ( t n )
ift-O -z(tn-l)f
= lim [ z ( t  ) “ Z(t )] = lim [ z ( b ) - z ( a ) ]  
n-soo n*200
114 ho
= z (b )  -  z ( a )  -  0
Ml -o
Therefore bf ( z ( t ) ) d z ( t ) =  f *  dz ( t . )  = Jcdz = 0a
P 2) Consider (A, }oo k; k=l
, n, .k-> k3  _k<£.l’= >  Ak={t^} is a parti­
tion of I and let there exist lim ||A||=0. We now define the
k-̂ co
following sums
Sk z C t b h C t b - z C t ^ ) ]  , and
^k
1
But here, for all ke-I*' it follows that
V fik= Zj=l Czftj52-z(tj)z(t^1)+z(tj-1)z(tj)-z(t^1)2]
=z(t^ )2 - z(t^ ) 2
k
= z (b ) z ( a )
=0
Therefore, there exists lim S,




«zdz and 3  l i r a  S = jQ^dz 
k-=oo
zdz + | c zdz = 2 | r,zdzJ<
26
and thus ,zdz = ‘b z (t)dz(t) = 0
T3olO H Consider a simple closed quadrilateral P* By T2*l,
P can be triangulated into two triangles P^ and P^ such that
P=Pl U p 2. Given also the function f :r(P)->Z B  f is continu-
■%
ous on r(p) and let p^p^f(z)dz exist,
-  J r ( p ) f ^ z ^ d z  =  J r ( P 1 ) f ^ z ^ d z  + ' J r ( p 2 ) f ^ d z  
P Suppose for definiteness that 
Pis drawn as in figure 3olo Then,
f (z)dz +
P
[a^, ap] [ap^a^] f (z)dz +
(figure 3 «1 ) 
[alf,a1]f(2)dz
and r(p2 )f(Z )dz=J[a2} ]f(z)dwj[ y C z M z + j ^ ^ f C z M z
by T3 «2 « Therefore; r(p.) + „ r(p„) = [a^a^]
J, +■2 >*3[a^a^] <-[a^a^] J[a^ja^] . [a^^a^] and since
[a2 $a^] [ a ^ a ^  by D3 *7 j we have that Jr (p ) +
r(P2 )
[ a - ^ , a 2 ] J [ a 2 , a ^ ]  J  [ a - ^ $ a ^ 3  ^ [ a j ^ , a - ^ J  J r  ( P )
and the proof is , complete«
K3®3 The above 'theorem can be extended to an n-sided simple 
closed polygon, since the proof is based upon the fact that 
integrating over a line segment first in one direction, and 




D^ol Let X be a non-empty universal set and let tf be a family 
of subsets of X© Then* is called a topological space
and is called the topology on the space {X/d} if;
(1) tf C tf U G e  t , and
(2) fir C tf 3  t* is finite n G €  tf s
Get?
where ^  is a subset of tf®
RL-ol {z,tJ} is a topological’ space ( Z=complex plane)©
> +‘Dm-© 2 Let d :ZxZ-»R be a mapping from the product space Zxz—  o
Into the non-negative reals® For notation, we use dCz-^Zp) 
if z-^ZpC Z 0 Then, [Z,d] Is called a metric space Iff for 
all z ^ Z p ^ z ^  Z the following holds:
(1)d(z1 ,zp )~0 iff Zj=z2 9
(2 ) d(z^,Zp)=d(z^,Z2 ^> and
(3 ) d (.ẑ $2j*5) d (z^jz^) -}* d (z^,Zp) ©
‘ p>©3 We say that d is a metric on Zc
P^-©^ Given the metric space {Z,d} and let \ = { N r (z)|zeZ,rfeR0j
and tf ={o| 0 C Z and 3  1  9 OE U B J » Then, 'tf. is called a
a Befi*




D^o5 Consider the topological space [ Z a n d  a set E C Z 0 
We say that E is sequentially compact iff ^  3 :===̂J J -L
x .e E] 3  (SvTv-n a n d H x a E  S>3lim x. =x .
0 K Z>1 0 k-^o ^k 0
T^«l H Given the metric topological space {z,d,0^} and the 
set E C Z 0
C E is compact iff E is sequentially compact*
iWf06 Consider the topological space and the set E C Z e
We say that E is a Cantor set iff [for all [3 ^ n = l  ^  n
C is closed and (i) C - C C and (2) E 0 C £ '0 ] = $ >  n n+l “* n nCO
E D O  C j= 4 . 
n=l n
D^o7 Given sets A and B 3  A PB C Z 3 A H B = ^  * We define the
ecart of the sets A and B to be a non-negative real number
representing the smallest "distance" (which could possibly
be zero) between the sets A and B, i®e* 5
e(APB)~ gib [d(a5b)] , 
a£A5 beB
where d is the distance metric on Zc
T V®2 “ H Given the metric topological space {Z^d/S^} and. the 
sets A»B C Z where A is compact and B is closed and A n B=^»
C e(A,B)>0 .
P Using the method of contradiction* assume e(As>B)=0® Then 
a £ A , b ne B ^  d(an ,bp )<£ . Now, {Z^d/0^} being a 
metric topological space along with A being compact implies
29
c ')°° r'that A is sequentially compact® Then, with ian ln -i_ ^  n 
A, we obtain by T*+®1 that 3  [n and aQ6 A such
that 3  lim a =a (by D B® 5)« Let C  >0 be given® Choosej-soo n j °
3C 3  [jjj < |r and j>jQ d(aQ»an ) < |r ]. Then, 3>jo =^>
30 j
d(a ,b ) < d(a ,a ) + d(a ,b ) , Ctf+.2)
j j j j
< 1 
2 n 3
< ! + l (j>3 = > l < l  )
30 3 3Q. m, • €. ° °
< - + 5 = a. #2 2 •
Hence, 3  lim b =a_ and j b B so that a 6 ."KB but 
3-**> n j ° n j 0
since B is close4 a0 =̂. B, but aQ<S A. a ^ A  ft B ^ y  a 
contradiction® Hence, e(A_sB)>0®
CHAPTER V
CLASSICAL PROOF OF CAUCHY8S THEOREM
In this chapter, the general treatment of the three 
theorems proved is influenced by that used by W* J. Thron, [6]•
T5L1 (Cauchy-Gour sa t) Let f(z) be differentiable in a simply 
connected domain D e Then, for every triangle T C D,
Jr(T)f(z)dz=°s
•P f (z) analytic on f(z) is analytic on T ^  D f(z)
is continuous on r(T) which is a rectifiable curve 
3  Jr(T)^(z)dz° divide T Into four congruent .oriented
triangles by joining the midpoints of the three sides of T,
(1 ) (o) (b)and we^call these T ,T ,T ,T 0 For notation, we will
use I(T)=  ̂ (z)dz and I ( T ^ ) =   ̂r ^(k) jf (z)dz, k=l,2,35^ fi
Now , we denote by 3  triangle of these four smaller ones
1 Ck)for which | I (T )| is the largest (^1,2,3,^) 0 Hence we must
1 1have that I (T) | < | I (3 ) | ̂ for otherwise
| ICT)|=|I(T(1)) -t-KT^b +I(T(3)) +I(T(lf))-| Cby T3.10)
< b(^\ I(T) I ) = |I(T)|, which is a contradiction*, 
Now, let us divide T-, into four 
congruent oriented triangles and let 
T,*, be the one of these four such that (figure 5 ®!)
30
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i | I (3 ) | < 11CT^) I for the same reasons argued above* Thus, 
we have that j-;2 |l(T)|<£ i I (Tx ) | < 11 (T2 ) | i | I (T) | <| I (Tg) | .
-J
Proceeding in this manner, we arrive at - I I(T)|<|I(T )|9
b 2
n>l. Also, if 1(T) denotes the length of F (T), then 1(T^)=
i-l(T) (see figure 5.1) and 1(T9 )= l-HT.,) = i-l(T)p a 2 u ^ 2
1 (T ) = i *1 (1). Also, since .. .CT CT . ,CT CT ..C.. .CT..CT, n 2n -* n+i—  n— n-l~ ~ 1—
we have that there exists exactly one point zQ^  T for n>.l 3
OO
(z )= O T , which is proved as followst first, each triangle 
n~l
T is a non-empty compact set of complex numbers with a dia-XI
meter d (n=l,2 9 *... ) * Next, 3  lim d = 0 and T DT J T  • •n n-*oo n n+J- n'f'̂
OO
for all n« If we assume that fi T * contains two distinctnn=l
points1- z^and zn , we would have that 0<|z ~zn |<d for all n r o 1 o 1 — n
lim d 4=0, a contradiction*, Now, we must show that z T ©n-«o o n
-To show this, we use the Cantor Property (D*+o6 )0 We have
that n = >  T DT , - and that each T is closed and that TOT ¥$ n— n+ 1  n n'
for all n« Hence, T n ?? T = ?? T £ gS, and since we've al-
n=l n n=l n
ready shown that the intersection cannot be more than one 
point, it must be just the point z , proving that?? T ~(z ),^  ^  —  “t XI v-/n-l
and hence zQ<s. T also*
Now, let £.>0 be given, and let
[1CT)]
Since f (z) is analytic on T P 3  f e (zQ ) since zo6LT® Hence*
f(z)-f(z )
B 6 > 0  3  0<|z - Z |<6 I ---------! _  _ f « (Z ) I < e'cZ-Z^ O 1O
Now* for all z in a 5 ~nhood of z * i«e., z&N.Cz ), weo o o
f Cz)-f(z )
define ^l(z)E— —  —  - f ?(zQ )? if z^z q
o
=0 * if z=z q o
f(z)-f(z )Now* lim X\(2 ) = iim [« w f«(z )]
z->z z->z oo o
=f*(zS - f 5 (z^)=0e>A_(ẑ )o
Hence TL (z) is continuous at z=zq , and is obviously con­
tinuous for z^z • It is clear that z ̂  N.(z ) implies that * o  b o r
f(z)-(z-z >fs(z ) + f(z ) + X\(z K z«za )} and also that( D O  O O
R ( z ) i < er / o
Since 3  lim d =0* 3  N 3  1 ( T 3 < 6  (and thus d^<6)* so 
n~<x> i
that C N& (zq ) since z pzqG. T^==> j 2-zq | <d^<6o
V
Hence, IC‘Fn)= Jr(^ } Cz_Zq)f. C2q)dz + Jr( jfCz^dz
+ r/m -lUCzKz-z )dz = f f7
N ° • r(Tw)&J- (zo )dz ,.r(T 1 (z0 )dz
’N
j ^ ( z K z - z  )dz, using T3 „? and T3-„9»Jr(TN) °
Now, using T3 .7 » we have that
II(Tm )|=| ^\(z>(z-z )dz|< max |V\(z )|•|z-z |"i(T„)
r(TN) z®r(TN)
' - ■   ...................... . , w .  M 2
g: [l(T)]2
[l(T)]2 * 2aN U 5
Hence 1 I(T) <|I(TN)| | I CT) | <>+N|i(TN)
>+N




T5b2 Let f (z) be differentiable in a simply connected
domain D* and let P be a closed polygon in D© Then*
%
f(z)dz =0 © 
r(p)
P By T2©2* .we can decompose P into a finite number of simple 
closed polygons (say • • • *pn ) and a finite number
of segments (say S-̂ * S2 ? © • © $ Sm ) described twice* once in 
each direction© Mow* by T2©1* Pj/ ^ 5 8 * ° can ^raan2u“ 
lated© Hence* we have that P can be decomposed (or divided) 
into a finite number of triangles (say T-̂ , T2 * ©.. * Tr ) and a
finite number of segments S^*S2 * © ©. 9&m *
By T3.10 and R3 ©3* we have that f f(z)dz = f f(z)dz
> ( P )  "r(T1 )
3*+
+ J f(z)dz + .... + J f(z)dz +J f(z)dz +....+J f(z)dz.
r( t2 ) r(Tr) r(s1) r(sm)
, by T?.l, J f(z)dz=0, (i=l,2,# *,r) and obviously,
r(T±)
But
J f(z)dz=0, (1=1,2,...,m) by D3.7* Hence J f(z)dz=0+0+... 
r(S±) r(p)
...+0+0+0...+0=0, and the theorem is proved.
T?.3 Let f(z) be differentiable in a simply connected domain





P We will prove that using the above hypothesis for any 
given £ >0,3 a polygon P(£.) inscribed (D2.13) on C 
jj f(z)dz - J f(z)dz| < SL. Then, applying T5.2, we com-
c r(p(€))
plete our proof.
Let ^  a sequence of partitions of I, where
Csz=z(t),t^lE[a,b], B  for all k e l %  is a
partition of I as in the hypothesis of T3*8, and also a 
3 lim|KJ|=0. This last condition 3 k <£, I+ B  k>kQ = ^k-̂ oo
| [f(z)dz - Sv | < ~ where sL is defined as in the proofj C K 2 K
to T3.9C2).
We point out first that if D^Z, then T(D) is closed 
and non-empty. However, if D=Z, then clearly 3  another 
simply connected domain D1 containing C, since C is com­
pact, B  r(p») is closed and non-empty. Now, D being open
implies that C O r(D)=0 and since C is 'compact and r(D) is
closed, thene(C,r(D))>0 (by T>+.2), say e(C,r(D))=r. Then,
for all z £ C  Np (z) C Dj otherwise, Np(z) Pi D^0 for
some zeC and Nr (z) connected}-^ N (z) n r(D)?!0 . Let 
Nr (z) n D00 j r
S e M r(z) n T(D) C r(D). Then r=e'(C,r(D))<d(z/SXr, a
contradiction. Hence, Nr (z) C D for all zeC.
Now, let K=<X u  N (z). Then K is compact since K is 
zeC t
closed and bounded, and K C D, a result of the following
arguments suppose w e K =<K u  N (z). Consider N (w).
z^C y  *2
Here, weK==>N (w) n U N (z)^0=^ 3 w*,w e  C such that 
f z£C f °
w 6rN (w) n N (w Therefore, d (w,w_ )<d(w,w )+d(w ,w_) r r o o ' o
T 2
< ~ ^ = r w ^ N r (wQ) and wQe  6==̂ > w e D  since we showed
earlier that every r-nhood of a point on C is contained in1 
D. Hence K C D.
Hence, since f(z) is differentiable on D, f(z) is con­
tinuous on D and since K is compact and K C D, f(z) must be 
uniformly continuous on K. Thus,3  6>0 ̂ |f(z8)-f(z88)|
< .— — ----- for 1258 —z"1 <6, z8,z"e K. We point out at this2-1(0
time that since z=z(t) is continuous, tel, a compact set, 
then z(t) is uniformly continuous on I. Thus, if we are
f / T*given as our "epsilon" the value 6. >0, where ^ m i n G ^ O  
(& being the 6 used above in the definition of uniform
continuity of f(z) on K), then z(t) being uniformly con­
tinuous on I implies that 3  ̂ > 0 3 |z(t*)-z(tH)I< 6* for 
1 1 | < , t S f ' e  1 .
Now, choose B ||Aj| < ̂  • This means that if
t^,t^2.e A ic (and hence then 1
'==5> |z(t^) - ) | <6.^<6, a fact we will need later, but
J J
also, we can write |z.(t̂ ) - z(t ) | < z! i m p l y i n g  that 
z ( t j ^ ^  Nr(z(t^)). But since z(t^)€C, we have that
2*
L[z(tk ) , z ( t A  )] c N (z(t*)) c U N (z) C K.
3 3~X ^  Z€C |
For brevity, we will write L ^ = L [ z ( t ^ ) , z ( t 1 a**d 
P =P(z(t^),z(t?),....,z(t^ ),z(t^)) (seeD2.1), where theK O X k *
k k kpoints z(t ),z(tn),•••,z(t ) are not necessarily dis-
° x . k
tinct. Then, keeping in mind that [z(t^)-z(t^^n )]= dz(t),J J— J v
l5
k t kla., since z(t^) and a**e the endpoints of the con-
k v k Ptinuous rectifiable curve L. and also, that f(z(t.)) dz(t)
3 3 k




1 7,5? — g—  ‘Kl^) (since l£ CK and 1(L^)=| z(t^)- 
Lj3~1 2-1(0 3 3 3 , 3z(t.O|< &)
2-1(0
21(C)
• 1(C) = -r- , provided k>kn •
Now, let m be a number such that m>max(k^>kQ) and set
P(€.)EPm * Now, |Jf(z)dz - f(z)dz |
6 r(pfo)>
= |[JY(z)dz - Sm] - [Jf(z)dz - Sm] | 
c r(p(&))
f(z)dz - s i  + | ff(z)dz - S„ jm • ■ j  _  ' —  ~mr(P(8 ))
< ~ 4- f3 = SL , since m>k0 = ^  |Jf(z)dz-Sm |< ~ and
C
m>k1 |Jf (z)dz - Sm |< ~ , (Pm=P(e )).
T(P' ) v m
Hence, | ff(z)dz - f(z)dz |<8 ==> ff(z)dz=0 since by 
C T(P(8)) C
T?.2 we have already shown that the integral over the
boundary of a closed polygon is zero, and thus f(z)dz=0,
r(p(e))
and the theorem is proved.
CHAPTER VI 
PROOF BY APPROXIMATION BY POLYNOMIALS
In this chapter, Cauchy*s Theorem will be proved by a 
method not usually found in the regular textbooks on complex 
variables* This method uses an approximation by polynomials, 
i.e., we will work our way up to the point where an analytic 
function-defined on a bounded simply connected domain is 
shown to be the limit of an almost uniformly convergent se­
quence of polynomials. Since every polynomial has a primi­
tive function, Cauchy*s Theorem follows almost immediately.
However, it takes some very detailed and tedious steps to*
arrive at this level, and we shall have to fill in some 
background material and insert a few basic theorems at the 
start of the chapter.
As was mentioned in the introduction, the lemmas and 
theorems proved in this chapter follow a very intensive in­
vestigation of those used by Saks and Zygmund [5], but they 
have been prepared for use with polynomials rather than with 
rational functions entirely as they do in their text.
T6.1 (Cauchy's Theorem for a Rectangle)
H Consider an oriented closed rectangle R and an open set 
0 C Z 9 R C 0. Given also the function f :0-*Z 9 f (z) is
analytic on H.
C 3  Jf(z)dz=0.,
r(R)
P Since f(z) is analytic on R, f(z) is continuous on R, 
and hence is. continuous on r(R) which is a rectifiable
r%
curve, and thus 3  f(z)dz • (By this argument, all the
T(R)
integrals that occur in this proof exist)* Let£>0 be
given. We prove | f(z)dz|<S. For brevity, we define
r(R)
I(R*)=Jf(z)dz where R.* is any oriented closed rectangle 
r(R*)
R* C R. We divide R into four congruent closed rectangles 
R (1),R(2),R(3), and R , similar to R. Then,
lCR)=I(R^1b+I(R^2b+I(R^3b +I(R(Il')) byR®v
— R'fc-Ti-I ,
T3.10. Now, at "least one of the four
^ ------ rectangles R^k \  (k=l-,2,3,lf) must satisfy
(figure 6.1) — | I(R) |<| I ( R ^  ) | (same reasoning as in
T5.1). Choose one such rectangle and denote it by R-̂ . Now 
we divide R^ into four congruent closed rectangles similar 
to R-j> and for one of these, which we denote by R^, we have 
that ^ |I(R)|<JI(Rp)I• Proceeding in this manner, we ob-I j 2 ^
tain a sequence of nested rectangles R=RoD R ^ R 2̂ * ♦ • •
satisfying I(R)|<|KRn )I• As was done similarly in T?.l
OO.
we can show that there exists a point z e R B ( z  )= n R ♦
° ° n=Q n
By assumption, f(z) has a derivative at zQ. Put L=l(r(R)),
and let d denote the diameter of R. Then, 3  ^ z e i  .(zA)o o
and zj=zQ together 3 f (z) and I f (z)~f (z0) _ f9(z0 )|<
z.zo
Note that zeN^(zo ) ^  | f (z)-f (zQ)-(z-zo>f1 (zQ) | | z-zQ |.
J5Let d_ denote the diameter of R . Then d = —  , so that n n n 2n
31imd =0, and hence 3  N 3 dM<&. Here, z,z e  R,,Tz=> | z-z I n N o N  on-*>o
<djj<6 => Z 6lljzn ), i.e., Rm C N^(z^). Next, we note that
= r(
£ - %
N ■ 1,6. oy, nN - o o
z^r RK) £ Rn C N6(zo) |f(z)-f(zo)-(z-zo).f«(zo)|l-^-|z-z0
- dL We now write I(RN )=sJf (z)dz = Jf (z)dz - **(z0)/ dzr(RN) r(RN) rCRjj)
-f'(z )J zdz. + z-f'(z )J .‘dz. . (the last three J's equal 0)
r(RK) r(RN)
=J [f(z) - f(zQ) - (z-zQ>f'(zQ)]dz. It follows that 
e(rn)
|I(R„)|< max |f(z)-f(zn)-(z-z Vf*(z.)|-l(r(RH))
N Z6r(R„) o o o JNd lN
N
- -Jl—  * l(r(RN)). Here, dN= and l(r(RN))= -g- , and 
so |I(R)I< ^N |l(%)l<1+N *-dJL -lCr(RN) ) ^ N - ^ ;- ^ - ^  = £ .
Hence, |Jf(z)dz|<6.=^ f(z)dz=0, and the theorem is proved.
T(R) T(R)
The following is a familiar theorem and is stated without 
proof:
T6.2 H Given an oriented closed rectangle R and an open set
*fl
0 C Z 3  R C 0, Consider also the function f:0-*Z ^ f(z) 
is analytic on R.
C For all z eJ)R =5- f(z)= J  '̂ - z "  *
r(R) ’
(Cauchy's Integral Formula for a Rectangle).
D6.1 We shall call a square net of order n, and denote it by 
the countable family of squares
-Ji— # where h and k range independently through I.
2 2
R6.1 This net covers the entire open plane.
T6.3 The relation, between pairs of points in a set A, of 
being “connected in A" is an equivalence relationship.
D6.2 Every one of the subsets into which a set A is decom­
posed by the equivalence relationship of being “connected 
in A1 is called a component of A.
V
R6.2 . A component is hence a connected subset which is not 
contained in any larger connected subset.
R6.3 Every two components of a set are then either identical 
or disjoint.
D6.3 A closed and connected set containing more than one 
element is called a continuum. .
R6.*f Every component of a closed set is also a closed set, 
and hence is either a continuum or reduces to a point.
D 6 A  A rational function (of the variable z) is the quo­
b2
tient of two polynomials (of the variable z).
D6.5 The poles of a rational function are the zeros of the 
polynomial in the denominator.
D6.6 Given the set A B 0^k C Z and the sequence of functions 
^fk(Z-)}k=l 3 ^ ̂  f^sA-^Z and consider the function f(z) ^  
f:A-*Z. Then, fk (z)=^f(z) on A means the sequence [f^(z)}k=l
converges uniformly to f(z) on the set A, i.e., for every 
<c>0 [3 K=K(B ) V  k>K and V z e A ̂  | fk (z)-f (z) | < £ ].
D6.7 Given an open set G C Z and the sequence of functions 
{fkfz)}^! ^  k ̂  fk ?G-»Z and consider the function f (z) 3  
f:G-*Z. Then, fk (z)==^f(z) on G means the sequence
converges almost uniformly to f(z) on G, i.e., for every
compact set E 5  0^E C G [ fk (z)==£>f (z) on E ].
#*
T6.i4- H Given the open set G C Z and the sequence of functions 
{fk (^)}k<5L ^  k fk :G->Z. Consider also the function f (z) ^
f:G-*Z, and let the following conditions be satisfied:
DVtS* e  G=^3r=r(tS )>0 3 Np (:S ) C G ,. and 
2) fk (z) = ^ f  (z) on Nr (*3).
C fk ( z ) ^ f ( z )  onG.
L6.1 H Given a set G such that G is a bounded simply connected 
domain. Also, given £. >0 and let3b,c<£Z ^  b^c and b,c-e<2G.
C 3  a sequence of points b=p^,p2>•••,Pn=c of &G such that 
d(pk ,pk+i>< &  , (l<k<n-l). (Condition of Cantor).
P Since G is a bounded simply connected domain, £G is
V3
is closed and connected and hence is a continuum by 1)6.3, 
since it contains more than one element, b and c.
Let A=[z|zeZ a 3  a chain in &G from b to z} , and let 
Q>A O SGj* Assume the lemma is false, i.e., the above- 
mentioned sequence does not exist. Then B40. Since be A,
A^0m Clearly A H  B =0 and A U B = ^ G .  We need only to 
show that the juncture of the sets A and B is empty, i.e., 
^(A,B)=0, and we will thus have that 6G=A/B, i.e., £ G  is 
not connected, which is a contradiction. We therefore must 
show that A and B are. closed sets.
Let ae*XA. Pick a^6 N^ta) so that d(a,a^)<£.. Let 
b^p^,p2 9 • • • $Pn=ai be a sequence of points of the set A 3 
^  * (l<k<n-l). Thus the sequence b=p1,p2,...
* * * , >̂n=a,^n+l=al therefore a sequence 3 d £-
for l<k<n, and is thus a chain joining a with b. Hence 
a 6 A, and thus %A  C A=^%A=A=^ A is closed.
Now, let o€z.%Bm Pick c^<^ N^(c) so that d(c,c^)<£.
Assume c ^ B .  Thus c e A  and hence can be joined with b by 
a chain as above. But this means that c^ can also be joined 
with b by a chain, contradicting c^£*B. Thus, c€,B and thus
3-CB C B 5̂  S<.B=B=^ B is closed. Thus A is closed, and B is 
closed, and A Pi B=0, so that 8 (A,B)=0, and hence &.G=A/B, 
a contradiction since fiG is a continuum^?&G is connected. 
Thus the lemma must be true.
1)6.8 Consider an open set 0 C Z and the two functions f:0-*Z 
, and F:0*Z. Then, F(z) is a primitive function (or anti-
M+
derivative) of f(z) iff for every z e O = ^ 3 F ,(z)=f(z).
R6.5 Clearly, by the Fundamental Theorem, if F(z) is an
antiderivative of f(z), then Jĵ f (z)dz=F ((3) - F(cc). Hence,
if C is a piecewise differentiable closed curve, and F(z)
is an antiderivative of f(z), then f(z)dz=0 since
JC
F(p) - F(a)=0 since a=p (C being closed the initial 
point=the terminal point).
The following is another familiar theorem and will be 
stated without proof:
T6.? H Given the continuous rectifiable curve C and the
sequence of functions {f^Cz)}^^ 3  k f^sC-^Z, and each
is continuous on C. Consider also the function f(z) such
that f:C-*Z.
C 3  lim [ fv (z)dz=f f (z)dz. 
k-*x> J C K J C
L6.2 ft Consider the open set G C Z 3  G is bounded, and also
a non-empty compact set F C G.
£  3  1< j<n ■=> L. is an oriented line segment con-U J J
tained in G fl <2>F and 3  for every analytic function f :G-»Z
and for every S 6 F  =*f( •& )= ^  ^  J
0
P G being bounded and contained in Z and F^0 by
hypothesis. Since F is compact and G, is open.^&G is 
closed, we have that d(F,£G)>0 by a previous lemma. Now, 
choose N 3  ~"n-1 ^ d (F,£G). denote the net of
! squares of order N,, see D6.1. If then the diameter
and - < d(F, £ g ) . Thus, we must have that for every
Q &  3  Q n F?(S = 5  Q C G. Assume the contrary and let
z e Q  n C G  and.;££Q n F. Then, z, ̂ eQ=^d(z,^ )<6Q<d(F, £G) 
and ze€»G and ^ 6F=>d(z,tf )>d(F,£G), a contradiction.
Now, define <£ = {Q|Qe±lfN) and Q n F^0}. Since F is 
compact, F must be bounded and thus <r is finite. Let
^ = ̂ k^k=l **or some m ^ T + * Define the set «^ = {l | 3
exactly one QeCr3L is. a side of the square Q}* Then cr 
being finite=><£ is finite, so that oC={L.}.^ for someJ J X
n 6 l+ . Since QeCr=^Q C G, then LeX=^L C G. Furthermore,
L^JL^L n F=0, for otherwise, L would occur as a side of
at least two squares in Cr contrary to the definition of
<C. We then have that 1<j<n =£* L^ d G n &F. We note at this
point that if L,£<C and L, is a side of Q. <6Cr , then L. is
J J -K J
oriented in agreement with the boundary r (Qk ), which itself
is assumed to be oriented in the usual way.
Now, let f :G-*Z such that f is analytic, and let be
given# First we will assume 3  3. cf . Then,
o o
f f Z )k=k0r=> -gTj-g - is analytic on Qk , and by Cauchy* s Theorem 
for a Rectangle, kj%^=^ f =0. Also, by Cauchy1 sO J Zmm
r«jk )
Integral Formula for a Rectangle, fCcS )=2̂ J f^z^ ,Z| so that
lf6
we could write f (tf , and if we let l£
r((V
denote the oriented sides of Qk , then f )=2̂ xL*Lm=l
k=l !
b f (z)dz’ 
z-^
■ m
But if L£ £«£, then -Lk also occurs in the above sum, and
m b
+ =°> 30 that f (tS )=2̂  I  • E  Jm
Jk k=l m=l L£
n
V f r(z)dz =_ i- r  r f(z)dz 2iri L  J z-^ 2?ri Z_, J z-^ *
•L L j=l L.ti





assume that $  is not a vertex of Qv •
K1
Thus,3 Qk e<x^ 3  e  r(Qk^) also,
where Qk and Qk are adjacent squares
and ̂  is not a vertex of Qv either.
* 2
Let R denote the rectangle defined by R=QV U Q . Then,
■ 1  2
again by Cauchyfs Theorem for a Rectangle,
 ̂ analy^ic on Qk a**d
f fCz)dz _0 
z- S
r(Qk )
Also, f (z$ )=2̂ J J  > anci hence
T(R)
-j r« f f ( z ) d zf ) = ^ t  ) J z-cS
" 4  «<>],>
2iri f(z)dzz « * , (kj k̂ ĵk )̂*
We now note that the side common to Q, and Q, does not
1 k2
belong to<L by definition, and hence, by the same argument
used earlier, f (tS J  •
3=!
Finally, we assume that ̂  is a vertex of Qv£<x • Thus 3
0
Q k5
Qk >Qk ^  ^  is a vertex
2 3  "̂
of each of these also. Let Q
denote the square defined by 
if
(figure 6.3)
Q= U Q, . Then, & Q and thus 
i=l i
k/^k^ 9 k^, k^, k^ f(z)z-S is ana­
lytic on Qk, and again by Cauchy's Theorem for a Rectangle,






afe j * (k* Vr(Q)
Again we note that none of the four sides common to two of
the squares {Qk belongs to X  , by definition, and
hence, by the same argument used earlier,
n i
j-i l 3
This exhausts the possibilities to be considered, and thus 
the lemma is proved.
The following two lemmas are offered to cover the neces­
sary details needed to prove the validity of the properties 
of continuity possessed by a function of the variables z and t 
where z ranges over the compact set F contained in Z, and t 
ranges over the closed interval [a,b].
L6.3 H Given a non-empty compact set F C Z and the interval 
I=[a,b]. Consider the continuous function cp (z,t) :FXI-*Z
I1 (meanings for every (z0,tQ)£Fxi and£,>0 = ^  [3 6=b(z0,
Ha
tQ,e )>0 3 V zeF,t€l 3 |z-zq |<6 and .| t-tQ | <6 = >  
|cp(z,t)-6(z0,t0)|<^]).
C For every e  >0 ̂  [H6=&te)^V t±,t2^I 3 \t^t2\<b 
and V ze/F | cp (z, t̂ )-cp (z, t2) I < £ ]•
P Assume the contrary. Then, for some £.>0, there does not 
exist 6 ( £>) satisfying the above conclusion. This means 
3. £̂ >0 5 [Vn => 3 1̂ , t2 <£.1 and 3  ẑ  F a | t^-t2 I < ~ and
I cp (ẑ , t-̂ )"*cp (ẑ , t̂  ) J ̂  • Since £ n̂=IL ^ t-̂ ̂  I and
I being compact (which implies that I is sequentially com­
pact.) by definition of sequentially compactness that 3 
and 3  t0e  l a 3  We-next show that 3
lim t5j=tn. Let ’VI >0 be given. Then 3 J 3 [ ^  andj-»oo  ̂ o J
ni 1̂for every o>J 11^ -tQ |< ^ ]• Hence,' we have that for 
all. 3>J==^ |t2^-t0 | <|t2^-t1 |̂ + '! t-L̂ —tQj < + 2 < 3 ^ %
v.. *< ^ ~ < Vv , so that 3 lim t9 =̂t also. Now, associated
d-*x>
f 111 •> OO r n -i',00 r •> OOwith the sets 13 -*j=l and 13 *3=1 is tJle se"t *zn.-*o=l0
where i t=^ z £= F. But Fis compact and thus F is sequentially
ni ?
compact ==>* 3  { and 3  z'<&. F 5 3  lim z ~zn» We showK K~x ° k-oo n Jk °
ninext that 3  lim 9(z~ *t-, Jk )=cp(z , t ). We will use 'S.-z
k-x» n dk -1 0 0  3k .
n ,and '^Et-^k to simplify notation. Let \>0 be given. Then
«p(z,t) being continuous at (zo,tQ)=^ [B 6=6(zo,tQ,k)>0 b V 
'iz6F,t^I 3 |z-zQ|<6 and |t-t0i<6=^ Icp(z,t)-cp (zQ,tQ) | <\].
But 3 lim and 3 lim implies 3 K=K(&)>0 b V
k-*oo K °  k-»oo K °
k>K | *^k~zo I <& and | ^ k-t0 1 <6 which in turn gives 
|q)( ̂ k , l< »̂ Hence,3 lim 9(3 ^ k ^ ^ o ^ o ^j£-$00
n.
which is the same as saying 3 lim cp(z ,-t, Jk)=©(z ,t )•
k-o° 3k
n .
In a similar manner, we can also show that 3 lim cp(z , tp^kvk-oo njk * >
n .
=cp(zo,to ). Choose lc>0 this time so that l9(zn *^1 k ) 
-<p(z0»t0 )|< and l<p(zn _ »t2 k')-tp(z0»to) | < -̂ -. Then,
V
•'P(zn 1 » h ' k' )-'P(zn i ) I <|<p(z .t^k'j ( t )|
Ok' ^k' Jk' °
n • ■ £+ |(p(zn ,t20k' )-9(z0,t0 )|< = C.Q, but this
3w s_ _ -1,—,
i iis a contradiction, for zn ,t^ k' , and t2Jk' by their
n. n.
original choice gave l9(zn Jk/ )«9(zn >t2Jk')|>^0*
Jk' k̂'
L 6 A  H Consider the continuous curve C::5>=~:2(t), tfe.IS[a,b] 
and the continuous function f:C-*Z, Given also the non-empty 
compact set F C Z 3 F fl C=0. Let 9 (z,t  ̂ * Note
that V (z,t)£-FxI 9 (z,t) :Fxi->Z and this implies that 
[z^F and ^S(t)€bC and F n C=0]= 3̂ ^§(t)£z. Also, since 
f:C->Z and ^S:I-*C are both continuous, f(xS(t)) is also 
continuous on I.
C 9(z,t) is continuous on Fxl#
50
P Let (z ,t )SFxi# We want to prove that31im cp(z,t)
z->zA
t“*t=9 ( zQ, tQ ). (z,t)e>FXI
We note first that C is compact and F is compact and
F n C=0 =>d(F,C)>0 by T̂ -,2. Thus, V (z,t)e=FxI = >
[zaF and t?(t) eC] = >  '|tS (t)-z|>d(F,C)>0 so that
1 1 
| ̂ £(t)-z| — d(C,F)' ^ °°*
Now let €.>0 be given* First, f(tS(t)) is continuous on 
I and tS(t) is continuous on I 3 b = b ( S ) > 0  B  |t-tQ|<6
o
t=> |f(tS (t))-f(tS (t0))i< min ( )
and that |tS(t)-t3CtQ)|< )J| • ^  can also be
assumed that 6< I+j f ^ ')")]' • ^e shall use here that 
_[d(C,F)] = co and that 0»°° =0.
Then, (z,t)6 FxI a  | z-z | <6 and |t-t0|<6 implies that
I /■„ /„ , +. ni_| f C ^ ( t ) )  f(^S(tn)) ,|<p(z,t)-9(z0,t0)|-| “ ^(to>-ZQ '
= I f(-S(t))-r^S(to)-ZQl - f(tS(to))-r =& (t)—z 1 |1 ltS(t)-zH tS(to)-z0J 1
= I f(tS(t))-^(to)-f(tg(t))-zo-fC^(tn))-^SCtHf(-:s(to)>z
Its (t)-zH ;S (t0)-z0 |
-  TdTcVrP' • Cto))-tsCt)
+ f(tS(t0))-z - f(tS(t>z0 |
< [d(C\ ')77,[ ^  (t0)-f (ts (to))-^ Ct0) I
+ |f(tS(t0))-tS(t0)-f(tS(t0))*tS'(t)| + |f(tS(t0) >
-f (^(tQ) >zQ | + |f (̂ S(to ))-zo - f(4(t))-zQ |]
= ^ j g ^ T p - . [ | ^ ( t 0 )Mf(-s(t))-f(ts(t0 ))l + If fts(to ))|-|^(to ) 
-^( t ) | + |f(S(t0 ))|-|z-20 | + |zo |-|f(-S(to ))-f0S(t))|]
The next lemma we prove will allow us to approximate 
the integral of certain functions over certain curves by a 
rational function all of whose poles lie on the given curve.
L6.? H Given the non-empty compact set F C Z and let
C : ^  = ̂ (t), t^I=[a,b] be a piecewise differentiable curve. 
Also, consider the continuous function f:C-*Z, let £  >0 be
given, and let the condition that F O C=0 be satisfied.
v' - fNote that V  z e F  is continuous on C and C is a
f ('S)d^
S - z  •piecewise differentiable curve so that 3
a j CC ' 3  Q(z)= 'QZq 5Zb7 3  °£3<P-1 b je c  J (aj6  z) and s
V z < = F - = ^  | J - Q(z) |<
C
(Thus Q(z) is a rational function whose poles all lie on 
the curve C and Q of course depends on £  ).
P We will first prove that the lemma is true when C is 
differentiable and then use this to prove it true for C 
being a piecewise differentiable curve. Thus, G being
differentiable ^'(t) is continuous on I where I is
compact. Since a function that is continuous on a com­
pact set is bounded, there exists M>0 3  for every t £ l  
I :S 1 (t) | <M. Now, by L6.*f, is continuous on
Fxl, where F and I are both compact. Thus, applying L6*3> 
3 & = 6 ( e ) > 0  3  [ V z e F  and\/t,t»el ^  I t-t1 | <6 ] ‘
I irf-T-z 1 '
Choose A:{tj}j^ to be a partition of I 3  ||A||<6. Then, 
define V  z e F  Q(z)= ^  (t^ )- ̂ S(tj+ 1 >].
(Note that 0<3<n-l=±> ^ ( t J e C ) .  Then, V z e FJ
|J rtgflS- - Q(z)| = | J b ^ t 2 1 . ^ . ( t ) d t  c a
- Z S S t r l ^ c v  - s < V i>]|
- =  ' i 0 [ I  • & ' < o a t  -  jJ—U Z j 2 +.
3 J h
rt3+l
(since J d^ (t) = [•§ (t j+1 )-'S(tj )] ),
n-1 t^ 1
= i i r
■1~” *3 n-1 t




We next assume that C is piecewise differentiable. Thus, 
3A:{t^.}^®Q , a partition of I 3  l<k<m C is differenti-
proved for each as we did above for C. Then, if we define
Q(z) are on C.
The following two lemmas deal with "translation of poles". 
The first of these allows us to approximate a rational func­
tion having a single complex number as its only pole, by 
another rational function having some other complex number 
as its only pole, if the two poles are "close enough" to each 
other. The second lemma allows us to approximate a rational 
fpiction having a single pole by a polynomial, if this pole
o-ujlcj vJii ^ ^  * k  * f  '
r-v
We now have that l<k<m^=^ 3. Q^(z)= ^,nk _1ij=0 z-W? 3 <11̂ =t>-
b j & C k  -  0 a n d ^ z f e F  = = >  I J  -  Q k ( z ) | <  |  , w h i c h  i s
V  z<£F =£■ Q(z)= 2^=1 Qk (z), w e  h a v e  t h a t  V  z e F  = 5> 
5^
is "far enough out."
The above "intuitive" introduction of the following two 
lemmas will become less vague as they are stated and proved 
in detail.
L6.6 H Given the non-empty compact set F C Z and consider 
the two points z^,Z2^€F B  | z^-z^! <^d(z2,F), (since z2 £>€F 
and F is closed and (2 is compact, d(z2,F)>0 by T^.2). 
Consider also the rational function R(z )e Ej=o "(z'-'z ) j
+ TT-lp' + Tz-z§F + + (,z-z1')n and leto
£.>0 be given. Note that R(z) is a rational function 
whose only pole is z^*
2. 3  QC*)= L =0 Tilip-k =bo + '(z-zg) + T5=i"2T / Tz'-z2ln ’
(z=t=z2 )> ^  V z e F  |R(z) - Q(zj|<£,.
(Here the approximating function Q(z) is a rational func- 
tion whose only pole is z2* Of course, Q(z) depends on 
£ )•
P Without loss of generality, we may assume that the coeffi­
cients a.^0 for 0<3<n. Choose j 3 Anytime BJ
|.tS| <1 we can write j' = Ek=0(k+'̂ “1 )3 k , where
(k+^~^)= j * * kave-that ^ zeF.r^ | Z-Z21 >d(z2,F)
since z2<£&F, and thus -p-I’ẑ T  ~ dTz'̂~F7 s0 that
1 zl~z2 1 _ I zn - z0 | . I z, -z0 | . 1 . tI —  I = 1 21 < 1 1 21 < ~ < 1, since by hypo-
2 Iz - z2T d(z2,F) ^
I *1 -
thesis | z-̂ -ZgI < ^d(z2,F).
z ■* z
Now, define V  z ̂ .F ^  =©(z)= • Thus,V z<£:F2
|^|< i <1 and hence V  z e F = = ^2
OO CO
i ^ i _ y1 f k+d-i^ k = y fk+.i-iwzi~z2. 
(l-zl~z2) ̂ (1-:S)3 k=0 k k=0 k z-z2z-z2
Hence, as a result of the following manipulations,V z s F
1 _ 1 (z-z2 )^ _ j 1
(z-Z,P (z-Zg)'' (z-Z,)^ (z-z2 )^ (z-z^)3
(z-z2 )̂
1 ■ 1 1 1 V • “~_1 ■ —   ̂ —
(z-z2)J z-z -(z -z2) (z-z2)J (l-faZf2)3
(----- -~=---------------------- Z-ZQ '
(z-z2)J k=0 k z-z2
OO
Now, jT (k+3~b).gk rr*-y on the open unit disk, N-^(O), 
k=0
and the function cpiF-^N^CO) is continuous and F being com­
pact gives us that 9(F) is compact (by the fact that the 
continuous image of a compact set is compact) and also, 
cp(F) C N^(0) so that by definition of almost uniform con­
vergence, ):Sk on <p(F). From this we have
that e >0 ̂  H  L=L(£-) =>V3e<p(F)
OO b -?
1 v - y i< [d(z2»F ^'k40 k k=0 k L --------n| a j | *
, f /k+d-lwZ.-ZpvkWe now define Q,(z)= -- *— r*-4n  ̂ k ‘ — — -L , so that ̂ (z-z2)3 k_0 (z-z2)k
56
V  z<sF | -- 1— t - Q1 (z) . |(z-z,)J J
= I ? - H r  L - o ( k+r i ^ S !i>k— H r  I(z-z2)° ^  0 k zz2 (z-z2)3 Ljk' 0 k 2 z2
=  1 T ± ^  H  |
< I ---1--7 I «& *-d(z2,F̂ 3  ̂_ i _ _ . .  £[d(z2,F)]3
(Z_Z2 ) n|adJ- [d(z2,F)]3 HTajl
= n| a j | * (since < a ^ . F )
We now define Q (z)=a0+a1Q1 (z)+a2 Q2 (z.)+ » • •+anQn (z) •
Thus, V  z e F  |R(z )-Q(z )|
- 1 - (v  > '
= I ao+ E A (Z _ 2 )i " ao" Ed=ia dQd (z) 11 . *
sirrr = I A  ! * ■ > • !  * 6 •J
L6.7 H Given the non-empty compact set F C Z and consider
the point zp=£F 3 V z e F  = >  |z|< z ^ O .  Also, con-
V1 n a i alsider the rational function' R(z)e £,3=0 *3" = ao+ Tz"-~z"7( Z—Z-̂  ) 1
a2 a+ -------  + ..... +----S— — (zlzn ), and let 6, >0 be given.
■ (z-zxy  {z-zx )n 1
Note that R(z) is a rational function whose only pole is z^.
C 3  a polynomial P(z) zeF |R(z)-P(z) |< 8. •
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P This proof is similar to that of the last lemma. We 
first assume 0<j<n &nd then pick j 3  l<3<n.
Again, V  3'eF 3  |^|<1 = >  ==
where * Here, we have t h a t V z c F = >
|z|< J-l zx | by hypothesis, and thus if z.^0, |“ l = z| <i<l.
zl* 2
Now, define V  z e.F =9 (z)= Thus, V  z e F ^  |̂ | <4<1
Z1
so that V  Z < * F = >  ^ i = —   r = 7k? 00kf£~1 ) *3k
(1- I-)0 (1-3)3 Uc~° k
Z1
= Ik? o (k+k“1)(l~)k* Nex-t we show that V  z e F
= C~l)^ = (-1)
(z—z^) (-l)^(z1-z)^ (z^-z)^ z1^(l-|-)^
^ „ j Zk=0 k̂+ .̂’,*L) (~— )k. As in 'the last proof, since Z1 K zi
^^f>QV(k+k*^')tSk is'almost uniformly convergent on N^(0)
and 9 is continuous on a compact set F and hence 9(F) is 
compact, we have convergence on 9(F) as .before, so that- 




T>“ »- v  z * 1' =?•
T ^ p -  v * >  ' " ^ r
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< — :L_..___L lili  = .- |Zi|j n|a3|3 n |a |̂
We now define P(z)=a0+a^P^(z)+...*+anPn (z)• Thus, P(z) 
is a polynomial, and V z e F  |R(z)-P(z)|
= 1 ^ ^ ( z - z ^ ) 3 ~ (ao+ ^ j = l a 5P 5 (z) }|
Z a »
n r --- 3-- r
3=11 (Z-Z1)3
31 3 (z-z,)3 3
1̂ | a J - - lf T  = y * £ = . n . f = & .'0=1' 2 n iaji ^J=l n n
' a5Pj(z)]
z)
We are now ready to make use of these last few lemmas 
in proving the following theorem which will allow us to 
approximate, by polynomials, functions which are analytic 
on a bounded simply connected domain, under certain con­
ditions.
T6.6 Given the set G 3  G is a bounded simply connected domain 
3  G C Z and consider the analytic function f:G-*Z. Let F 
be a non-empty compact set 3  F C G and let £  >0 be given.
C 3  a polynomial P ( z ) e V  z e F  = >  |f(z)-P(z)|<8 .
prove.
P We first the,following needed lemma:
L H  Define H={z I d(z, £G)> 5jd(z,F) or d Cz, £  G)> Jd (F, <2 G)} . 
N F is compact and & G  is closed and F n Q. G=0 so that 
d(F, £G)>0.
£ 3  a rational function Q(z) all of whose poles lie in
G D 6H and which satisfies the condition |f(z)-Q(z)|<^ 
for all z
P The second part of the definition of H above gives
us that F C H. We can also show that H is closed:
Clearly H  can be written as H=H1 U H2, where
H-^=(z|d(z, & G)>.^d(z,F)} and H2={z|d(z, <SG)>|d(F, <SG)}.
Let z0<£^OI^. Thus every nhood that contains zQ contains
points in Thus,V n e  I+= >  3  zne  Hi 3 zo>zn^ N1 ̂ zo^
n
and d(zn> fiG)>^d(zn ,F) and I z0“zn Kj'* a sequence
of points in Hn is formed where lim z^=z . Now, ̂ n'n-l 1 n o 9Tr̂ oo
the function cp(z)=cp(z,E), where 0:|=E C Z is a continuous
function on Z, so that 3 l i m  d(z , SG)=d(z ,.SG), and
n o
also, 3  lim ^d(zn ,F)=Jd(zQ,F). " Hence, 
zn">zo
" 3  lim d(z„, G)>lim id(z ,F), V  z c  Hn , and thus
z ">Z z -*zn o n o
d(zc,€G)> Jd(zo,F) 2 ^ % .  Therefore, ?KH1 C Hx
and thus is closed*
Similarly, if zQ&fK,H2 , then as before, there exists 
a sequence of points in H2 3* lim zn=zQ. Again,
we have that 3  lim d(z ,SG)=d(z ,€G). Hence,
z -*zn o
3  lim d(z , &G)> lim ld(F,^G), ty z^c,H0, and thus
z ~*z n z '♦■z 2 n ^n o  n o
d(zQ,<o G)> ^d(F,£ G) zc«  H2. Therefore 2eCH2 C H2
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and hence H2 is closed. E=HX u H2 •implies that H is 
closed therefore.
Now, by L6.2, 3  segments L^,L2 >...,Ln in G n & H  ^
'<*)-ak I ̂  • * “ »•' -* I
h  Li
where l<i<n. Then f(z)=f1(z)+f2(z)+...*+f (z). Con­
sider £^.5* there exists a
Li
rational function Qx (z) having poles exclusively on Lx
3  | 27ri.f1 (z)-Q1 (z) |< V  zeH. But,
Q-j Cz) Q, (z)
|2 i r i« f1 (z ) -Q 1 Cz) | = | 27T3-CjT1 Ca?) 3  1=27*1 f x ( z ) j— 1 <— ,
Q-i(z) s
so that |fx (z)— g 1< 2n« Thus, for fx (z), l<i<n, 3  
a rational function Q^(z) having poles exclusively on
h  3  k » v  z ^ *  Let Q(z)=
Qn (z)
+....+-5̂ 5— . Then, |f(z)-Q(z)|=|[f1(z)+...,+fn (z)]
Q, (z) , Qn (z)
+ ̂  2'iri" + * ’ *+ 27ri J = K f i ( z ) -  27ri""J+ * * •+ t f n ( z ) -  2 ir i  ̂ I 
Q, (z) Q„Cz) =
l l f ^ z ) — 2Trr'^ + * ' * ’ + f̂ n^z ) — SirrT- ^  2n+ * ‘ •+2K=n‘ S r : 2»
and clearly the rational function Q(z) has poles exclu­
sively in G nSH, completing the proof of the lemma.
Here, Q(z) found above in our lemma can be rewritten in 
the form Q(z)=Qx (z)+Q2(z)+...+Qm (z) where each of the func­
tions Q^(z), l<k<m, is rational and has only one pole.
Consider Qx (z). Let us denote its only pole by a. By 
T^.2, since (a) is compact and €>G is closed and a e G ^ >
(a) n&G=0 so that d(a,€G)>0. Hence 3  a point be€G B
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d(a,b)=d(a, £G).
Since a £ G n &H C &H, the conditions for membership in
\
H are not satisfied when z=a. Hence, since bfe&G, 
d(a,b)=d(a,e G)< Jd(F, €,G)< ^d(F,b) (1).
Now, let c be a point satisfying the hypothesis for L6.7# 
i.e., C & & G  and c^O 3  | z|< ^| c|, V z e F. Now, G is a 
bounded simply connected domain so that & G  is a component 
(see D6.2) and since b,ce.&G, we can use the “Condition of 
Cantor*' (see previous theorem), i.e., there exists a se­
quence of points b=p1 p29 >•••9 Pn«x>Pn=c a11 *n ^  
d(pk >Pk+i)< 5d(F, ^G) for l<k<n-l. (Note that we are 
considering our "e" here to be ji(F,SG) )®
Let P0~a. Then for k>l, we have that d (Pk>Pk+i^ 
<d(pk+x,F) by (1) above since all the P^’s belong to €G*
As for k=0, po=a and we have that*d(po,px)< ^d(F, £G)
< ^d(F,px) since px<££G and from Cantor's Condition above® 
Thus the hypothesis for L6.6 is now satisfied, and we 
can now apply this lemma successively to every pair of 
points getting a finite sequence of rational func­
tions R0(z),Rx (z),.....,R (z) (where Ro (z)=Qx (z)) satis­
fying the following conditions? IRlc+̂ (z)-Rk (z) I< 2m(n+l7*
V zeF, 0<k<n-l, and the only pole of the function R^(z) 
is p^* (Note that the only pole of Rn (z) is c)»
Now, applying L6.7> we have c g S F  b  [ V z g F = ^  |z|<J|c|, 
c4=0] so we have that 3 a polynomial P^(z) such that
|Rn (z)-P1(z)|< 2m(fviy» Then, I Q ^ - P ^ z ) !
= |Q1(z)-Rn (z)+Rn (z)-P1(z) |
<|H0(z.)-Bn (z)| + 2m^ +1y (since Q1(z)=R<)(z) ),





6  6 &
— 2m(n+ll + 2m(n+l) + .... + 2m(n+l) + 2m (n+1)
= (n+1)# 2m"(n+l7 " fe #
Similarly, for Qk (z), 3  a polynomial Pj^z) such that 
|Qk (z)-Pk (z)|< , for k=2,3,#*.,m® Now, let P(z)=Px (z)
+P2(z)+*.•®+Pm (z)® (Note that P(z) is a polynomial)® Thus, 
IQ(z)-P(z)| = |[Qx (z)+.® ®+Qm (z)]-[P1(z)+..®+Pm (z)]|
=|[Q1(z)-P1(z)]+[Q2(z)-P2(z)]+8®®+[Qm (z)-Pm (z)]|
^ £ ’ £► , . e s  . e
- 2m + 2m 2m ~ m * 2m ~ 2 *
Finally, |f(z)-P(z)| = |f (z)-Q(z)+Q(z)-P(z)|
< |f(z)-Q(z)| + |Q(z)-P(z)|
✓ e S* - c
It is in the following theorem that we finally show 
that an analytic function on a bounded simply connected 
domain can be written as the limit of a sequence of almost- 
uniformly convergent polynomials.
T6.7 H Given the set G 9 G is a simply connected and bounded 
j domain C Z and consider. the analytic function f:G-*Z*
C 3  ^ n ^ z^n=l s  n *n^z  ̂ a P°lynom^al an<*
P (z) : = >  f (z) on G.
XX 7
P We make use of T6A which says that a sequence of poly­
nomials which converges to an analytic -function (defined 
on an open set in Z) on some open nhood of every point in 
that open set, will converge almost uniformly to that func­
tion on the set itself.
We first define the following open sets V  kel+
Glc={z| z € 6 and d(z,6G)> ^}. Then since ^ toy the
manner in which G^ is. defined gives us that Gk C Gk+X \/ k®
oo 9 "We next prove that G=̂ .yx Gk® Firsts k => Gk C G so that
ook-lGk ~ G* z € G. Then G being open=5>&G is closed
and (z) being compact => d(z, &G)>0 by T*f.2. Thus,3k^I+
i oo. K zeGk ^since ze^G) =$► z\yi^iC and thus
oo " oo .G C ky^Kso that G=kyj^.
We next prove that V  & =£* Gk C  G. Assume the contrary,
i®e., suppose 13 k^I^B ^ Gk $= G* Then 3:$€$lGk fi£G®
Hence, :S€3tGk=3> N^6&) n £G^0. Choose z B z g ^ W )  n&G.
k k
Then d(z,3)< ^ but since z €Gk and $e€G, we have that
d(z,:$)>d(z, &G)> ^ , a contradiction. Thus, V kt^^G^G® 
Since C G which is bounded ^ Gk toounded and .
^ Gk being closed => by Heine-Borel that XGk is compact,
Vi1 "4"V  k€. I * We are thus ready to apply T6.6, which gives us 
that V neI+==> [ 3  a polynomial Pn(z)aVzeGn £3CGn which i is compact |f (z)-Pn (z) |< “j ]•
We now fix k € l + . Let £>0 be given. Choose nQ>k B
J— < S. Then Vn>n_ and V  z ̂ G, C G„ C implies that no “ o k - nQ ■ - n
|f (z)~Pn (z)|< i < jj- < £  . Thus, Pn ( z ) = >  f(z) on Gfc.
Since this can be done for k C I + , we have that the sequence 
of polynomials {Pn (z)} converges to f(z) in an open nhood
ooof every point in G, i.e., z g G ^ y ^ r ^  B k a z s G ^  and
Pn (z)=^f(z) on Gk = ^  Pn (z)=S=^ f(z) on G by T6A .  Thus 
f(z) is the limit of a sequence of almost uniformly conver­
gent polynomials.
We are now ready to finally prove Cauchy1s Theorem, 
which is rather easily handled now for a bounded simply 
connected domain in light of what has already been proved.
T6.8 H Consider the bounded simply connected domain D C Z
and the analytic function f :D-*Z. Also, let C be a piece-?
wise differentiable closed curve B C C D.
C 3  J  f(z)dz = 0. ( Cauchy1s Theorem)
C
P By H6.5> since every polynomial has an antiderivative 
and since C is a piecewise differentiable closed curve,
f* f OOwe have that n € I = >  P (z)dz=0, where fP^(z)l , isJ q n ' v n .Jn-l
the sequence from T6.7 ^  P_(z)=^f(z) on D® And, since
XI
p ( z ) = ^  f (z) on D and C is compact C D P (z ) = ^  f (z) n — n
on C, by D6*7«
Now, since C a**d [P^z)}^?^ satisfy the hypothesis of
T6.5, we must have that 3  lim f P (z)dz= f f(z)dz. y
n-*x> C C /
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But, since n€l+ =^> | P„(z)dz=0, our result is that' C
I f(z)dz=0, and Cauchy's Theorem is proved#J C
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